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We’re excited to share with you some information regarding a 
second “stealth” outboard that will be rarely seen: the DSI (Diesel 
Spark Ignited) Outboard. Mercury’s latest military engine was 
released 10 a.m. Eastern time on May 19, 2015, in conjunction 
with the start of the 2015 SOFIC (Special Operation Forces 
Industry Conference), May 19-21, in Tampa. The engine, displayed 
in a booth we shared with our OEM boat builder partner MAPC 
(Maritime Applied Physics Corporation), was  the talk of the show.    

Developed for the U.S. Department of Defense (DoD), this 
exclusive spark ignited, direct fuel injected 2-stroke runs on ultra-
low sulfur diesel fuel, which is readily available around the globe. 
Mercury Government Accounts Manager Tony Nahitchevansky 
explains the history behind the development of our latest military 
engine. 

“A Navy ship crash in 1995, which resulted in an explosive 
gasoline fire, spawned a DoD directive for all gasoline powered 
engines and gasoline fuel tanks be removed from Naval ships by 
2010,” The mandate called for engines to be developed to operate 
on fuels that meet the following criteria:

1) Improve ship safety by minimizing fire hazards, 
2) More economical and more efficient, and
3) Readily available as a single battle space fuel.

Tony said every ship carries JP 5 fuel. Ports have JP8 and 
Commercial Jet A available. The common denominator with all 
three fuels is availability. “An unlimited fuel supply enhances our 
ability to protect assets on the water,” said Tony.  It also greatly 
increases crew safety. Tony said, “There was another ship fire since 
the 2010 DoD mandate. The fact that the ship only had JP aviation 
fuels on board provided the crew enough time to react and save the 
ship in a safe and efficient manner,” said Tony.

The OptiMax JP has been a resounding success. Hundreds of 
engines were deployed on Army high speed combat craft during 
the Iraq war. In another program, the OptiMax JP powerhead was 
mounted to a Mercury Sport Jet pump, which is the propulsion for 
Sea Fox USVs (unmanned surface vessels). “Sea Foxes are currently 
in use in the Iranian theater. These remote-controlled vessels are 
deployed to protect and escort U.S. war ships in International 
waters,” said Tony. The Army uses OptiMax JPs on their riverine 
combat craft and the Navy uses them on their 8 meter target boats.

The 3.0 Liter V-6 OptiMax JP, V-6 Diesel, which produces 175 
propshaft horsepower, shares 95 percent of its components with the 
gasoline engine from which it derives. And, with only a handful of 
unique parts, there are minimal additional training requirements 
necessary for maintenance.
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Industry Exclusive Direct Fuel Injected –  
Spark Ignited Diesel
A two-stage, direct-injection system uses a small charge of 
compressed air to finely atomize the diesel fuel as it injects into 
the combustion chamber. Atomizing the fuel into a fine mist 
allows for ignition via spark to occur, while delivering enhanced 
high rpm running quality. A glow plug works in concert with the 
spark plug for improved cold weather starting and idle quality.  
An on-board Propulsion Control Module (PCM) microprocessor 
optimizes fuel and spark timing for improved running quality and 
performance throughout the engine’s operating range. SmartCraft® 
Engine Guardian provides real-time, self-protection engine fault 
diagnostics and messaging.

Race Derived Powerhead
The advanced 3.0-liter powerhead, customized with a unique 
cylinder head designed specifically for combusting diesel fuel, 
is matched with high performance cylinder liners for maximum 
horsepower and optimal engine running quality.

Mercury 3.0L Diesel Outboard
Cylinders/Engine Configuration V6 (60° Vee)

Displacement  186 cubic inch, 3.0L, 3,046 CCs

Bore/Stroke 3.630" x 3.00" (92.1 X 76.2 MM)

Is it possible for the US Coast Guard to power its surface 
fleet using only one type of fuel? The Coast Guard Research and 
Development Center is investigating that possibility through the 
evaluation of available diesel outboard engines. The Coast Guard 
currently uses both diesel and gasoline to fuel its surface fleet; 
while diesel is the dominant fuel for cutters and many boats, the 
service operates hundreds of gasoline-powered outboard engine 
boats. Conversion to a single-fuel fleet could improve operational 
performance and mission execution as well as efficiency and 
resiliency.

“Having a single-fueled fleet could benefit the entire Coast 
Guard cutter and boat fleet with fuel sources, fuel contracts, fuel 
logistics, fuel storage, maintenance, training and overall support,” 

A cutaway view of Mercury’s spark ignited diesel cylinder head.
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DSI –  
Reporting  
for Duty!
The Diesel Spark 
Ignited Outboard 
was designed 
and developed by 
Mercury Racing.
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said Lt. Cmdr. Hector Maldonado, a sponsor representative 
with the Coast Guard Office of Naval Engineering.

Testing on the compression-ignited diesel engines began at 
Yorktown in the first quarter of fiscal year 2018 and continues 
today.

To initiate the project, the RDC conducted a market survey 
to determine the characteristics and development status of 
diesel outboard engines in the 150 to 300HP range currently 
available on the market. Data from the survey was used to 
develop a cost-benefit analysis. The operation, performance 
and maintenance cost portion of the study focused on the 
response boat-small platforms, which make up 40 percent of 
the Coast Guard’s outboard engine fleet.

Ultimately, the analysis concluded that the Coast 
Guard can experience significant operation, maintenance, 
infrastructure and logistics cost savings through integrating 
diesel outboard engine technology into future boat fleet 
designs.

While it’s obvious these Mercury engines are not your 
conventional diesel engine, you can see there are certain uses 
for it now and there may be more to come.  

Other Ideas
In a free enterprise there is nothing like competition to keep 
manufacturers on their game, so recently, others have also 
started to offer diesel outboards as well. One company OXE 
Diesel, https://dieseloutboards.com/  from Sweden has recently 
been working with BMW incorporating a 3.0L diesel engine 
into their offerings. OXE Diesel is currently using a 2.0L 
GM diesel engine in their outboards and has offered it for 

Response Boat – Small test platform outfitted with Mercury Marine 175HP 
spark-ignited diesel outboard engines.
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several years. They’re 
becoming more 
popular all the time. 

And there are 
more, a British 
company, the Cox 
Powertrain offers a 
300HP compression-
ignited diesel engines 
has been developing 
and selling since 2018. 
The CXO300 is the 
highest power density 
diesel outboard engine 
ever developed.

“With petrol now 
not permitted on an 
increasing number of 
vessels, the introduction of 
a viable diesel outboard 
that offers a comparable 
power and weight of a 
gasoline engine will be 
transformational for 
the recreational marine 
industry” says Florida 
based Sun Power Diesel’s 
CEO, Jay Davis.

A German company, Neander 
Shark Motors (with Yanmar 
involvement) has developed and 
distributes the D-torque 111 since 
2015. The 50 HP (38-kW) engine 
is claimed to have more torque (111 
Nm/81.9 ft-lbs at 2,000–3,000 rpm) than 
a 60 HP (45-kW) gasoline outboard over most of its speed 
range. The four-stroke turbo diesel has double counterrotating 
crankshafts that minimize vibration to a level not expected 
in a two-cylinder engine, and Bosch common rail direct 
injection.

It seems, there will be more marine companies becoming 
involved, especially if governments start changing over to a 
single fuel source which seems to be a current trend. Being 
aware of new technologies and knowing what could possibly 
show up at your back door is golden to anyone in the machine 
shop world anywhere.n

AERA Technical Specialist Dave Hagen has over 44 years of experience  
in our industry. As an ASE-certified Master Machinist, Dave specialized  
in cylinder head work and complete engine assembly for the first  
17 years of his career. For more information, email: dave@aera.org.

Cox Twin CXO330 (right) 
and Neander Shark Motors 
Dtorque 111 (below).


